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THE LANCET.

LONDON: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1859.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL RELIEF.

WE presume there now exists no question amongst any
class of the community that some important alteration is

needed in the scale of payment for Poor-law Medical Relief.
Not even guardians can honestly doubt this. They know full
well that the doctor is the only person paid by the union who
does not receive value for his services. The butcher, the baker,
the grocer, the clothier, all make a profit upon their contracts.
The doctor alone, in too many instances, toils at his own direct

pecuniary loss, and is only induced to toil on by the strong
impulse of scientific interest or by the pressure of professional
competition. No man knows better than the Poor-law surgeon
the hard truth of the maxim, that Virtue is its own reward.

Certainly no other member of the State is paid for his public
services so exclusively by drafts upon that metaphysical bank.
The principle upon which the arduous services of Poor-law
surgeons are retained is as follows: The surgeon, if young, is

paid by the opportunity of acquiring experience-old or young,
by the facilities the appointment is supposed to give of rising
into business amongst the middling classes by working amongst
the poor; by the threat of bringing a competitor for private
practice into the neighbourhood; and lastly, by the conscious-
ness of merit too great for pecuniary estimation by boards of
guardians. The discussion of this question, which has now
been going on for some years, has done justice to this scheme
of payment. It is no longer contended that it is fair to the
sick poor to make them the subjects for medical experiment; it

is generally known that the holding a Poor-law appointment
is not always a recommendation to private practice; the

natural sense of right repudiates the exaction of gratuitous or
underpaid services under the threat of sapping a man’s private
professional income, as analogous to levying black mail; and
there appears no adequate reason why medical practitioners
alone, whose families require the same substantial food and
raiment as the rest of the community, should be content to live
in this hard world upon self-approbation or the airy applause
of others. As to the pretence that money salaries are paid,
we presume that the manner in which the two excellent pre-
sidents of the Poor-law Board, Sir JOHN TROLLOPE and Mr.
SOTHFITON ESTCOURT, have taken up the question, sufficiently
proves that that payment is in many cases only nominal-a
sort of peppercorn rent. The returns procured by Mr. GRIFFIN
demonstrate that in a large proportion of country unions the
so-called salaries leave but an infinitesimal balance, if any,
after payment for medicines, for assistance, and horse-flesh;
the time and skill of the surgeon, which constitute his stock-

in-trade, being left altogether unremunerated.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Parliamentary Com-

mittees, Presidents of the Poor-law Board, and the suffering
medical officers, should all anxiously seek a solution of this
difficulty. The poor themselves-a not unconcerned party in
the matter-would, we are well convinced, also add many

cogent reasons for reform, if their voice could be heard. Why
it that so little effective progress has been made towards the

settlement of this most important social question ? We believe e

it is mainly because it has hitherto been discussed on too narrow
a basis. We do not think the whole question turns upon how
to raise the present pay of the medical officers. The entire

scheme of medical relief must be revised before the just rights
of the poor will be regarded, and those of the medical profes-
sion adequately secured. Aproper system of medical relief ought
manifestly to enable the " out-door poor" to obtain skill of a
high order, and the best medicines ; it ought, in our opinion,
to allow the poor the same privilege as other classes enjoy, of

selecting the practitioners to whom the care of their health and 
lives is to be committed; it ought to emancipate the profes-
sion from the odious dictation to which it is now subjected at
the hands of guardians; it ought to secure adequate remunera-
tion to the medical practitioner; it ought to enlist the active

sympathies and services of the entire profession. How is all

this to be achieved ? Is it possible to reconcile all these diffi-
culties ? We, speaking not without experience or ample op-
portunities of observation, feel convinced that this may be
done. In the first place, justice demands that no existing
arrangement, or appointment for life, or for a salary, which it
is to the advantage of present Poor-law surgeons to hold,
should be disturbed. The measure we propose should only be
applied to prospective vacancies. That measure is as follows:-
The statistics of that most able and single-minded champion

of the Poor-law surgeons, Mr. GRIFFIN, amply prove the jus.
tice of the conclusion at which Sir JOHN TROLLOPE had arrived

- namely, that seven shillings per case in rural districts is onlya fair and reasonable rate of payment. We have no doubt that
the House of Commons would accept this proposition. We

propose, then, that the applicant for medical relief should be
allowed to apply to the churchwardens, the minister, the over-
seers, and relieving-officers. Any one of these authorities, after
being satisfied as to the title of the applicant, should be empow-
ered to grant a medical order guaranteeing the payment of seven

shillings. This order the recipient should be at liberty to present
to any registered medical practitioner residing, or visiting. in the

neighbourhood. Quarterly, or at other convenient periods, each

practitioner would present the "orders" he had received to the

guardians for payment. Salaried medical officers for work-

houses should still be retained.
We do not anticipate that this plan will escape criticism or

objection. But on calm. and candid examination, we do not
doubt that an immense preponderance of advantages will be
found. It is probable that it will involve a greater aggregate
annual expenditure for medical relief. But that is ex 2?eccs-si-

tate 9-ei involved in any reform. It might lead to some difficulty,

 at first, in securing regular weekly returns of all the sick poor
receiving medical relief, since it may be argued, each surgeon
attending under an order could not be regarded as an officer
of the guardians, and amenable to their authority. This, how.
ever, would soon right itself. The Legislature has not thought
it unreasonable to call upon every medical practitioner in the
kingdom to furnish gratuitously certificates of death and vac-
cination. Every medical practitioner receives his authority to
practise under the sanction of the State, and under the Medical
Act is registered in a State-list. He thus becomes by licence,
and by public duties imposed, a recognised public officer.

There can, therefore, be no difficulty in admitting every regis-

tered medical practitioner as qualified to take part in the sys-
; tem of medical relief. In the same way as all practitioners are
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now supplied with books of forms for death and vaccination
certificates, so might the guardians issue to them books con-
taining the forms for duly registering name, age, sex, disease,
treatment, and issue of the cases of their public patients. Asheet
or sheets, containing a week’s report, might be sent by post to
the clerk of the guardians every Saturday night, and thus a
full return, as authentic and as useful as those now required,
might be obtained. The objections mentioned are, perhaps, the
most deserving of consideration. It is seen how easily they are
obviated. On the other hand, the advantages promised to all

parties seem to us to exceed anything of which guardians,
medical practitioners, or paupers, have at present any con-

ception. The poor man would feel that he was treated as a

human creature, with human feelings, if allowed to place himself
under the care of a medical man of his own choice, instead of

being consigned to the choice of others, living frequently
miles distant; he would often be saved much suffering and
time by seeking the assistance of a surgeon residing or visit-
ing in his neighbourhood. The profession would be benefited
by the distribution of increased emoluments ; the stigma-
for such it often is-of being a "parish doctor" would be

removed ; the profession of a locality would be emancipated
from the thraldom of the guardians, who now coerce by
the threat of thrusting a competitor upon them, and thus a
source of bitter dissension amQngst medical men would be

annihilated. The general participation of the profession in the
important and national work of carrying out universal vac-
cination would necessarily follow, and thus the great cause of
the failure of Lord LYTTLETON’S Act would be removed.

With these considerations, we submit this plan to the earnest
attention, not alone of the Poor-law medical officers, but of the
whole profession, which is deeply interested in this momentous
question. We are well convinced that the most effectual and

speedy way of settling this long-vexed dispute is to quit the
narrow contest relative to the miserable payment of the Poor-
law staff as at present constituted, and to take the higher ground
of claiming a righteous regard for the sufferings and feelings of
the poor, the co-operation of the entire profession in adminis-
tering medical relief, and a just remuneration for professional
skill.

&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;--&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;

IT is to be hoped that the Amendment of Lunacy Law,
which is now pending in the balance of St. STEPHEN, will not
come out short of weight. Lunacy law, to be efficient and
satisfactory in its work, must needs be somewhat complicated.
The conflicting interests involved, and the variety and degree
of the conditions comprised under the general term lunacy,
render it impossible that comprehensive legislation on the sub-
ject should be other than a system of checks and compromises-
like our idolized Constitution itself. The balance has to be

held as evenly as may be between opposing interests and con-
flicting principles: for instance, between the principle that

speedy and efficient treatment should be applied without let
or hindrance during the early-that is, the curable-period oi
recent insanity; and the principle, that the liberty of the sub.
ject should not be compromised on the pretence of such treat.
ment until it is clear that the patient’s own welfare demands it.
The point where the one principle merges into the other musi
be decided by other science than that of the legislator-namely,
by that of the physician. That this should be carefully, anc
honestly, and adequately applied, is the proper subject fo)

legislative direction. But the direction can only be given as
to form. The spirit of the Act must ever depend upon the
attainments and character of the members of the medical pro-
fession.

Mr. WALPOLE’S Bills appear to deserve the credit of good
sense and moderation. The lunacy panic which was got up
by the newspapers in the dead season of last year, has had
time to subside into something like a temperate appreciation
of the difficulties which surround the care and treatment of

the insane. Will anyone now dare to say, that the lady and
the two gentlemen whose inquisitions were the occasion of
this panic had not manifested the need of care and treatment?
and that if it had been possible to administer the latter with-
out offence or restriction of liberty, it would have been impos-
sible to object to it ?
But it is the painful peculiarity of the medical treatment

of the insane that it involves more or less of coercion and de-

privation. A leader in 7’Ag Times of the 17th inst. describes

the sphere of enjoyment of a Chancery lunatic to be " a
" white-washed cell, and a garden surrounded by a high brick
" wall." This, as the teacher of millions ought to know, is an

exaggeration; but it, nevertheless, represents the vulgar idea.
The discovery that persons whose civil disabilities juries refuse
to affirm should be subjected to such restraint and hardship,
has recently excited no little apprehension. The crazy people
at large form so large a proportion of society, and fear is so
contagious, that, looking back at the panic of last autumn,
one ought not to be surprised at it; the less so when we con-
sider the ignorance of the public, and of the newspaper leaders
of the public, in all matters relating to lunacy. But

" ’Tis the Time’s curse, when madmen lead the blind."

It is also the advantage of time, that it dispels blind pauic;
and, we may hope, that the spirit of Mr. WALPOLE’S tempe-
rate Bills will be accepted as the basis at least of any new
statutes on the care, treatment, and supervision of the insane.
The subject of the care and treatment of the insane divides

itself into that of the insane who are maintained from public
funds, of those who are maintained from private resources, of
Chancery and state lunatics, and into the provisions made for
their general and local supervision. With regard to the first
of these, it may be affirmed, without fear of contradiction, that
the care and treatment of those pauper lunatics who have the

good fortune to find a place for their misfortune within the pre-
cincts of a county asylum are, as a rule, everything that can be
desired. In so vast an undertaking as the care and treatment
of more than 17,000 insane patients, of course exceptions to
the rule of right and justice will sometimes occur. But the

system, as a system, has worked most beneficially, and the
Asylums Act has practically proved one of the best pieces of
legislation which has emanated even from the successful hand
of its author, Lord ST. LEONARDS. There are, however, many

points in which the powers of the Statute require to be en-

larged or rendered more exact. The first and gravest of these

is, to give more elasticity to the system. We have no desire

to depreciate the benefits it has conferred upon the insane

poor; but we would wish to see its operation less tied to the
four walls of a building than it is. As we take it, the essence
of the system does not consist in a residence within one of those

imposing structures people see from the windows of railway
carriages dotted over the land. It is, rather, that when the
poor man becomes insane, he shall be received under the
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guardianship of a board of gentlemen of independent position
and intellect, whose humane sympathies in this regard are not
opposed to their interests; and that, from such guardianship, he
shall be placed under the care of salaried medical officers, whose
obvious interests direct his liberal and humane treatment, and

every exertion to effect his recovery. The spirit of the system
is admirable, but the incubus of tLe architect is upon it.

Nothing, now-a-days, can be done without that gentleman.
The effect is, that the operation of the law for the care and
treatment of the lunatic poor is limited by the capacity of
asylum buildings; and where these buildings are not sufficient
for the requirements of the county, the absurd and mischievous
anomaly arises of a divided jurisdiction over the insane poor.
Those who, by priority of disease, have become residents in

the asylum, are under the guardianship of the magistracy;
those who have not obtained this advantage are excluded from
the asylum, and are under the control, more economical than

enlightened, of the guardians and overseers of the poor. No

amendment of the Asylums Act can be satisfactory and suffi-
cient which,does not remove this anomaly, and give elasticity
to the system by extending its beneficial operation beyond the

cramped limits of architectural arrangements. The theory
already is, that the guardians and overseers of the poor have no
legal claim to retain a pauper lunatic for a single hour. But

"theory is grey and fact is green," says the poet; and the fact
is, that guardians and overseers not only do detain many
thousands of the insane poor in permanent but illegal custody,
but they have encouraged and established a most pernicious
practice of making themselves the judges whether a lunatic
pauper shall or shall not be taken before the magistrate for
order of admission into the asylum. The unfortunate man is

first illegally incarcerated in a workhouse, and if he is found

to be very troublesome, the guardians grant a rule mMt for his
transmission to the asylum; and it is then, and not until then,
that the magistrate is applied to, to make the rule absolute in
legal form. This is a crying evil, and has already been severely
commented upon by the commissioners; but it is only part of
the evil. The remedy is, to place all poor insane persons,
however distressed, wherever dispersed, under the legal
guardianship of the commissioners and the magistracy; tc

make the magistracy responsible for providing such care and
treatment in buildings constructed for the purpose, if the
have them, and if their capacity be si,fficient; if not, in othel
buildings, bought or rented: but, above all, to extend thei)

protection and guardianship, through the agency of their medica

officers, to the poor man’s own home.

Medical Annotations.
- 

ii qma mmlS.--

SCOTCH DEGREES AND ENGLISH APPOINTMENTS.

TaE President and Council of the Royal College of Surgeons
of Edinburgh have addressed a remonstrance to Mr. Estcourt,
President of the Poor-law Board, on the subject of the order of
the Board for determining the qualifications of the Poor-law
medical officers of England. They affirm the injustice of this
order to the medical men qualified from Scotland or from Ire-
land, inasmuch as it makes it necessary that those holding
Poor-law offices should possess at least one purely English
qualification. This appears to them to be inconsistent with
the principle of reciprocity and general currency for local

qualifications established by the Medical Act of last session.
They represent that if two qualifications are deemed necessary
by the Board, on the part of candidates for medical offices under
their patronage, and if the diplomas of the three Royal Colleges
of Surgeons of the United Kingdom, and those of the Faculty of
Glasgow, the sufficiency of which throughout the kingdom as
purely surgical qualifications has long been undisputed, are not
to be held sufficient as gitcdical qualifications, it does in that case
appear to be unjust to the medical gentlemen of Scotland and
of Ireland that they should be obliged to resort to England for
a second qualification; inasmuch as the preference thus given
to English university degrees, the licences of the College of

Physicians of England, and the licences of the English Apothe-
caries’ Company, over the degrees of Scotch and Irish univer-
sities, and the licences of Scotch and Irish Colleges of Phy.
sicians, cannot be defended on any principle which will bear
investigation, while it will deprive the Board of the services of
some of the best-educated medical men in the kingdom, will
establish, so far as their patronage is concerned, an invidious
monopoly in favour of English medical boards, and will contra-
vene, if not the letter, at least the spirit and aim of the recent
Medical Act. This representation requires careful considerst.

tion.

THE PRICE OF UFE.

Ir was lately said, and truly enough, by one of the most
eloquent and thoughtful of Englishmen, that it is a melancholy
thing to reflect how continually we all of us live upon the lives
of others; and that in two ways,-namely, upon lives which
we take, and upon lives which are given. For that life is
taken in unnumbered instances in which, under the influence
of crushing commercial pressure, or tempted by the bait of
higher rates of pay, men are occupied, without sufficient pro.
tection or guardianship, in dangerous employments involving
more than an average loss of life, for which life we pay, thought-
lessly, in the price of the commodity, which so far is the price of
blood. It is, indeed, a well-established fact that, even at the
present day, there is scarcely an art or science which has not
some concomitant circumstance of danger or disease. And thus,
though slavery is numbered with the things that are passed,
and we should shrink with horror from the purchase of human
bodies, we bargain daily for human life. " A Cry from the
Potteries" has told such a tale of the population of North
Staffordshire. The able writer who assumes this name has
not hesitated to assert that " the disabled potters are human
sacrifices whom the dust of flint and burnt earths, the heat ot
the colossal ovens, the draughts of cold air through those blind
and shapeless burrows, and the strong poisons of the mystery,
force into early decrepitude. Amongst them all the dipper is

, conspicuous. He breathes the arsenic of the glaze, and must
imbrue his hands in the mixture. He has swellings of the

joints; he is paralysed; he dies not unfrequently while yet a
boy, in bodily torture and raving mad. Such are the potters’
broken vessels, and in their behalf there arises naturally a cry
for justice." "

Abs)lute denials have been lavished in reply to this state-
ment. It is asserted that the mortality is not high; that the
pretended frequency of disease, insanity, and early death, has
no existence. If this be so, it is well that the calumny should
be brushed off; but it is assuredly not harmful that men should
be reminded of the excessive mortality which is still incidental
to many occupations, arising partly from pressure of popu13-
tion, but more " from carelessness and cruelty in masters and
consumers, from desire of cheapness, or blind faith in commer-
cial necessities."
The Factory Inspectors’ Reports for the half-year ending

31st October, 1858, just published as a blue-book, show a
painful total of accidents, with forty-one deaths. The work-

shops of the world are replete with dangers to the life and
. health of the workers. It is just to recognise the fact that


